
Abstract
Structural design catalogues enable road builders and field personnel to optimize

aggregate thickness based on field conditions, thereby reducing overall road con-
struction costs, increasing road performance, and reducing maintenance costs. Cata-
logue users can select a design suitable for a given level of road performance and
traffic as well as for various subgrade and aggregate properties.

Benefits of using a structural design
catalogue for forestry roads
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Introduction
Few forestry companies in Canada use

structural design models to design their
roads, even though the benefits of this
engineering approach can be substantial.
Overdesigning a road represents signifi-
cant costs, whereas underdesigning the
road may result in poor road performance
and costly repairs. Many mathematical
models have been developed to facilitate
the development of design catalogues for
unpaved roads. The public sector has
been using proven design models for dec-
ades, and has developed structural design
catalogues tailored for specific conditions.

Using a design catalogue can reduce
overall road construction costs by reduc-
ing gravel thickness, optimizing the use
and delivery of existing gravel resources,
increasing road performance, and reduc-
ing maintenance costs. The objectives of
this report are to introduce the general
concept of a structural design catalogue,
to describe the potential benefits of devel-

oping a catalogue, and to provide general
guidelines and steps to follow to develop
a catalogue adapted to your operation’s
specific conditions.

Why would I need
a structural design
catalogue?

Applying too much gravel signifi-
cantly increases a road’s construction cost,
but an insufficient thickness may increase
future maintenance costs and decrease
trucking productivity. A structural design
approach allows cost-effective optimiza-
tion of thickness and material choice.
This approach speeds up the design, bid-
ding, and approval processes, enhances
budgeting accuracy, and lets contractors
build roads that meet a performance
standard selected by the company using
site-specific materials.

The catalogue guides road builders
through an objective approach to defin-
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ing the appropriate thickness of each type
of available aggregate given the aggregate’s
properties (strength), the properties of the
subgrade, the volume and nature of the
traffic, and the expected performance and
reliability of the road. The options pro-
posed in the catalogue guide the choice
(for example) between a thinner layer of
high-quality aggregate and a thicker layer
of lower-quality materials; the nearest
gravel source may not always prove to be
the most cost-effective. The catalogue may
also recommend options such as the use
of geosynthetics, soil stabilization, cordu-
roy, and brush mats.

A catalogue can take various forms,
such as graphs, tables, and spreadsheets.
For example, the design chart in Figure 1
illustrates the difference in required base-
course thickness between a poorly graded
sand (SP) and a well-graded gravel (GW)
on a soft subgrade for various traffic lev-
els. In this example, the required thickness
to provide the same performance differs by
more than 100% (300 versus 150 mm),

based on 3000 round trips with a loaded
truck. If the cost of a poor quality mate-
rial (e.g., SP) is $5/m³ (a pit close to the
construction site), higher-quality material
(e.g., GW) could be hauled from farther
away (e.g., $9/m³) and still provide equiva-
lent performance at a lower cost. Similar
charts can be produced for the various
combinations of materials and haul dis-
tances encountered in a given operation.

If developing a typical design catalogue
costs approximately $30 000, a company
can quickly recover this cost by saving
6000 m³ of gravel (at $5/m³). For a com-
pany such as Tembec (Kapuskasing divi-
sion) that hauls 60 000 m³ of gravel per
year, this cost represents only 10% of their
annual volume. The cost of the catalogue
can also be shared by several divisions with
similar operating conditions and spread
out over a few years. Once the cost of
the catalogue has been recovered, ongoing
savings in gravel costs increase net revenue.
FERIC plans to report on the return on
investment from using a structural design
catalogue in a future implementation
project with a member company.

Implementation: how
to build a catalogue

The development of a catalogue re-
quires some investment and effort to col-
lect detailed information on the materials
available from various pits. This data pro-
vides the underlying criteria for your de-
sign, and as such must be of adequate
quality and precision; therefore, we recom-
mend it’s production be entrusted to a
geotechnical or road-design engineer. The
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thickness design chart
for two different base-
course materials on
a soft subgrade at
various traffic levels.
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remainder of this section describes the ba-
sic steps required to build a structural de-
sign catalogue. FERIC can provide further
assistance in its development, ensuring
that it is tailored to your needs. Please con-
tact the authors for details.

Choose a design model
Few models currently exist for the

structural design of unpaved roads. We
believe that the STP program (USDA
1996) offers one of the most appropriate
solutions for forestry use because it uses a
two-layer approach (i.e., subgrade and sur-
face layers) and can account for the use of
variable tire pressures. The design method
described by AASHTO (1993) can also be
used for multi-layer design (three layers).

Determine the type of road
The following data must be known to

calculate aggregate thickness with various
design models:

Traffic levels
The level of traffic over the road’s

working life is a primary consideration.
Although the total wood volume hauled
or total number of trucks both provide
an indication of the stress that will be im-
posed on the road, calculations should
ideally be based on a standard unit. The
primary unit used to predict road life
represents the cumulative number of
repetitions of an “equivalent single-axle
load” (ESAL) expected during the road’s
working life. One ESAL unit is defined
as the potential road damage caused by
an 18 000-pound (80 kN or 8164 kg) sin-
gle-axle vehicle with dual wheels. Many
equations have been developed to calcu-
late ESAL values for various axle configu-
rations and tire pressures (Copstead 1991,
Haas 1997, USDA 1996).

Serviceability
In all design models, users must define

the limit after which reconstruction or
major maintenance is required (“terminal
serviceability”). For unpaved roads, failure
is defined as permanent deformation (rut-
ting), and the presence of this failure in-
dicates a loss of serviceability (i.e., whether
the road surface remains usable). A 2-in.
(50 mm) rut depth is commonly used as
the terminal level of serviceability for
primary unpaved roads (AASHTO 1993,
USDA 1996). However, deeper ruts (3 to
4 in. = 75 to 100 mm) may be acceptable
for secondary and tertiary roads. Although
other surface distress problems such as
potholes may also determine terminal ser-
viceability, they are not normally considered
in the design models.

The overall purpose of the base-course
layer is to spread the applied loads and
diminish stresses on the subgrade suffi-
ciently to prevent its deformation and
minimize surface rutting. Unfortunately,
current design models do not consider the
influence of maintenance in the equations
used to model aggregate surfaces. How-
ever, optimizing grading to eliminate rut-
ting increases the traffic volume at which
rutting begins to develop and thus pro-
vides a higher reliability level during the
road’s design life.

Reliability
The reliability of a road design repre-

sents the probability that the road will per-
form as anticipated over the design life
despite variability in the input variables
and environmental conditions. To simplify
and to ensure that even the worst areas are
properly built, designers should generally
design to account for the weakest terrain
along the road (e.g., poorly drained sub-
grades) rather than the average condition;
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if conditions vary greatly, consider using
different designs to compensate for short,
weak stretches, optimize overall safety fac-
tor, and reduce the overall cost.

Characterize the subgrades
The ability of a subgrade to support

loads transmitted by the aggregate layer is
an important factor in determining aggre-
gate thickness. Thus, subgrade conditions
must be well documented by choosing a
representative sampling area. Subgrade
strength depends on the soil’s characteris-
tics (closely related to its soil classification),
density, moisture content, and plasticity.
The California Bearing Ratio (CBR) is one
widely used design value. An excellent
subgrade has a CBR value approaching 30,
versus values <1 for a poor subgrade into
which your boot would sink as you walked.
Hard-packed, crushed-aggregate running

surfaces reach CBR values >80 even in a
soaked state. Figure 2 presents a range of
CBR values for various soil classifications.

The CBR value of the subgrade can be
determined through laboratory testing or
actual field measurements. The preferred
method is to use values obtained in the
field during the time of year when vehi-
cles will use the road. For field measure-
ments of subgrade strength, USDA (1996)
recommends devices such as the dynamic
cone penetrometer (DCP; MDOT 1993)
and the Clegg Impact Soil Tester (the
“Clegg Hammer”; Clegg 1985). Soil sam-
ples should also be collected to represent
all regions and types of subgrade along the
road and classified using the Unified Soil
Classification System (USCS; ASTM 2000,
Hamilton 2000) or another proven system.
The moisture content should also be docu-
mented, especially for cohesive soils (clays
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Figure 2. Range of CBR
values for various soil
types defined in the
Unified Soil Classifica-
tion System (adapted
from APAI 2003).
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and silts), as it can significantly affect
strength. It is extremely important to keep
water away from the subgrade, by provid-
ing adequate cross-drainage, building
proper ditches, and avoiding construction
on low ground with a high water table.

Characterize the aggregate
sources

A catalogue must list the location of
aggregate sources (pits), pit size, and the
correct soil classification and mechanical
properties (i.e., strength) of materials ob-
tained from these sources. The strength of
the base course depends mainly on the ag-
gregate gradation, particle shape, aggregate
quality, compaction, and (to a lesser de-
gree) moisture content and plasticity of the
material (USDA 1996). Strength can be
determined through laboratory testing.
The methods described above to obtain in
situ subgrade strengths can also be used,
although each instrument has its limita-
tions depending on the type of soil and
compared with laboratory tests. When
producing crushed material, select appro-
priate aggregate specifications (Légère and
Mercier 2003). If the base-course material
(the structural layer) is also used as the
wearing course, increase the thickness of
this layer to account for aggregate loss and
deterioration (i.e., wear). In this case, the
base-course thickness should be at least
twice the maximum particle size. Adequate
surface crowning (usually 4 to 6%) must
also be maintained to ensure proper sur-
face drainage.

Build your catalogue
A catalogue can take the form of a se-

ries of design charts for different subgrades
or regions (Figure 1), a series of tables, or
even a spreadsheet. The inputs (e.g., traf-
fic, serviceability, reliability) should be re-
viewed by experienced roads personnel to
ensure that the chosen parameters reflect
each operation’s unique needs. The objec-
tive is to provide an easy-to-use decision-
support tool tailored to your needs and
operating conditions. The data used to
generate the catalogue will grow with time
and the catalogue will become more accu-
rate after field validation of the initial re-
sults. To ensure that the catalogue’s quality
improves, monitor the performance, con-
struction cost, and maintenance cost of
roads designed based on the catalogue.
Collect field data on soils and road condi-
tions (e.g., moisture content, drainage
problems, rutting, and failure) during the
time of year when vehicles use the road.
Finally, calculate the return on investment
for your catalogue by keeping track of the
costs of producing and implementing the
catalogue and the savings that result from
using it.
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